OLE GUAFE TANGO
By Eddie & Audrey Palmquist, El Toro, Ca.

RECORD: Telemark 1569
SEQUENCE: Intro, AA, B, Interlude, CC, AA(1-7), Tag
TEMPO: 43 RPM

INTRODUCTION

1-4 Shadow Skaters FAC DLW M & W L FREE WAIT 2 meas; (4-Step; X LUNGE TRANS TO CP DLW;
1-2 WAIT 2 meas Shadow Skaters DLW M & W L foot free;
3 (4-Step) (Identical footwork) L FWD XIF of R; Sid & BK R, BK L X Thighs, BK R (remain in Shadow Skaters);
4 L XIF of R slight lunge action, -M BK R sufficient step to allow W to recover R, 
   TRN on L to CP DLW M TCH L to R;

PART A

1-4 2 WALKS; PROGRESSIVE LINK NATL TWIST TRN FROM SWAY;
1 SS CP DLW FWD L X Thighs (CBMP); (FWD R Thighs open);
2-4 (Prog Link) FWD L X Thighs, TRN Body RF Sid & Slightly BK R (W BK R X Thighs trn on 
   Ball lover to heel, S& slightly BK L SCP LOD), (Underturn Nat Twist Trn) Sid L LOD 
   (S&Q)
   TOE OUT, - (Thru R X Thighs), Sid L DLW, XIB of L FAC RLOD, -Twist RF on Heel of L & 
   Ball of R to narrow SCP DRC, (W Sid R LOD toe out, - Thru R Thighs, FWD R LOD 
   between M's feet, FWD L LOD Lt Sid Lead, - FWD R BJO, Sid & BK L SCP DRC);
   (S&Q)
   From Sway Sid & FWD L DRC relax knee stretch RF Sid look DRC, -(W Sid & FWD R DRC 
   stretch Lt Sid look knee look DRC, -); (S&Q)
   W BU L Ck lower at the same time kick R FWD like SIT KICK, -);

5-8 R LUNGE, =Ronde, SLIP PIVOT; FWD, =BJO CK (W Leg Lift), =BK, =BE/Lock, BK; Clos Finish
   Progressive Sid Step;

6 From Sway SWAY Sid & slightly FWD R DLW relax knee in R LUNGE look R (W L), -
   (S&Q)
   Ronde L CCN (W R CW) XIB, Slip R BK toe in TRN LF CP RLOD;

6 SS (FWD BJO CK W Leg Lift) Slight LF TRN Sid & FWD L DRW, -(FWD R in Contra BJO relax 
   knee, -(W BK L Ck lower at the same time kick R FWD like SIT KICK, -);

7 S&Q Bk L in Contra BJO, -Bk R/Lock LIF (W RIB), Bk R;

8 (Clos Finish Prog Sid Step) TRN LF Sid L LOD, Clos R CP Wall, FWD L X Thighs slight 
   LF TRN, small Sid & BK R CP DLW;

REPEAT PART A

PART B

1-3 2 of 4 STEP TO OUTSIDE SWIVEL; OPEN PROM TO BJO CK; OUTSIDE SWIVEL FROM TAP;
1 (2 of 4 Step to Outside Swivel) CP DLW FWD L X Thighs, Sid & BK R RT Sid leading,
   (S&Q)
   (Outside Swivel) BK L X Thighs strong RT Sid lead leave R Ext FWD, -(W BK R X 
   Thighs, Sid & FWD L Lt Sid Lead, (Outside Swivel) FWD R in BJO swivel on TRN RF 
   to SCP LOD TCH L to R, -);

2 (Open Prom) SCP LOD Thru R X Thighs, Sid & FWD L, FWD R to Contra BJO Checking, -(W thr
   (S&Q)
   L, Sid & BK R, BK L in Contra BJO, -);
3 (Outside Swivel & Prom Tap) Bk L X Thighs RT Sid lead leave R Ext, -(W FWD swivel 
   TRN RF to SCP DLW, -), Thru R X Thighs, Tap L to side on toe knees veered in (W Tap R);

4-6 BK OPEN PROMENADE CHECK & FIVE STEP; ;

5-6 (Bk Open Promenade Check) SCP DLW Sid & FWD L, - Thru R X Thighs, Sid & BK L to CP 
   Fwd DRW, Slight Body Trn LF CHECK BK R Thighs crossed, -(W Sid & FWD R, - Thru L 
   X Thighs, R Sid & Slightly FWD Face DC, Slight Body TRN LF CHECK FWD L, -) (FIVE STEP)

6 (S&Q)
   Recov FWD L Trn LF, Sid & BK R; BK L RLOD Contra BJO, BK R to CP check action, hold 
   WT on R sharply trn body 1/8 RF Tap L to side LOD in SCP, -(W rec BK R Trn LF, Sid & 
   Fwd L, FWD R RLOD OUTSIDE M in Contra BJO, FWD L to CP, Sharp Body TRN RF Tap R to 
   Side LOD in SCP, -) (FIVE STEP consists of 4 steps & a sharp change from CP to SCP 
   with no change of weight.)

7-12 DIBLE CLOS PROM; CLOS SIDE PROM CONTRA POINT; PROM TAP; FWD, =CHAIR; =RECOV TRANSITION TO SKATERS DLW;

7-8 (Dible Clos Prom) Sid & FWD L, - Thru R X Thighs, Sid L on ball trn head to RT (W TRN 
   HEAD TO LEFT) almost face PTRN; Trn BK to SCP LOD THRU R X Thighs, Sid & Slightly 
   FWD (W Face M Sid & Slightly BK R), Close R to L Slightly BK, -(W Close L to R 
   Slightly FWD, =) CP DLW;

8 (Clos Sid Prom) CP DLW FWD L slight crossing of thighs, side & slightly BK R,

5 (Contra Point to SCP) Relaxing M's R & W's L Knee & Staying solid over M's K & W's L 
   Trn body LF at same time point L FWD toe tching floor (W point R BK tip of toe 
   tching floor) sharply trn SCP LOD tap L to Sid (W R to Sid) NO WT CHANGE-TIMING &S;
PART B (Continued)

10 SQQ (Prom Tap) Sid & Fwd L, Thru X thighs, Tap L to side on edge of big toe veer knee in;
11 SS (Chair) Sid & fwd L, Thru X L thighs relax knee fwd poise;—
12 (Tran Shadow Skaters) Recov Bk L, Sid & Bk R, hold; (W Recov bk R, Bk L trn RF, small step Bk R, Point L to side in Shadow Skaters fac DLC); M QQ Hold (W QQ&S)

INTERLUDE

1-4 2 STALKING WALKS 4 STEP; CK LUNG (trans to CP); WALK 2;
1 S&S (Stalking Walks) Shadow Skaters M & W L free Side & Fwd L, —/Q Point R fwd; Side & Fwd R, —/Q Point R Fwd;
2 QQQQ (4 Step) L fwd XIF of R, Sid & Bk R, Bk L X thighs, Bk R (stay in Shadow Skaters);
3 SQQ (X Lunge Trans to CP) Fwd L XIF of R slight Lunge action, —/Bk R sufficient step to W to Recov R, trn Lf on L to CP DLC;
4 SS Walk fwd L, —/B — curving LF to CP DLC;

PART C

1-4 3 OF OPEN REV TRN TO BJO; BK, SID, DROP OVERSWAY, — FALLAWAY RONDE, —, BK, BJO; OUTSIDE SWIVEL & FROM TAP

1,2 (3 of Rev Trn to Bjo & Drop Oversway) CP DLC Fwd L trn LF, sid & bk R DLC, Bk L LOD
QQS in Contra Bjo thighs X rt side lead, —/Bk R trn LF, sid & fwd L LOD look LOD (W look QQS LOD), Q lower into M's L & W's R trn slightly LF to OVERSWAY LINE keep wt on M's L & W's R, —;
3 SQQ (Fallaway Ronce & Bk Bjo) Sid R LOD (W sid L) relax knee RONDE CCW (W CW), —/XLIB, Bk R to Contra Bjo rt side lead (W XLIB Sid & Fwd L) rt sid lead to Contra Bjo;
4 SQQ (Outside Swivel & Prom Tap) Bk L X thighs trn slightly RF leave R leg ext, —/thru R SCP, Tap L side & fwd knee veered in (W Fwd R in Bjo swivel on R trn RF to SCP LOD, —
Thru L, Tap R side & fwd Knee veered in);
5-8 CHASE BK LOCK BK; SID, CLOS, PAN SCP; — FROM LINK;
5-8 (Chase & BK Lock) SCP LOD Sid & Fwd L, —/Thru R X thighs, sid & slightly fwd L; Sharp
SQQQQ body trn RF Fwd R in Contra Bjo DRW Check, Cont RF trn Bk L Contra Bjo DLC, Bk R/LXIF,
QQ&Bk R (W Sid R, —/Thru L X thighs, Sid & Bk R face M; Body trn RF Check Bk L in Contra
Bjo, Fwd R Contra Bjo DLC, Fwd L/XLIB, Fwd L);
7 QQS TRN LF Sid L LOD, Clos R to L CP Wall (Fan) Sharp trn to SCP LOD Tap L to side, — (W R
to side, —);
8 SQQ (Prom Link) Side & Fwd L LOD, —/Thru R small step trn LF, tch inside edge of Ball of
L near R CP slightly DLC (W side R, —/Thru L sharp trn LF on L to face M, Tch R nr
L);

REPEAT PART C

REPEAT A, A (Measure 1-7)

TAG

PROMENADE SWAY, —; R LUNGE, —;

SS (Prom Sway) Side L LOD relax knee stretch Rt side look LOD (W stretch Lt side Look
LOD), —/Hold; —

SS (R Lunge) Side & fwd R DRW relax knee R LUNGE look at W, —/W head well to L)— Hold;
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